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INTRODUCTION

The religious practices of Roman Britain and the Roman Empire in general have been the subject of many learned books and papers. It is not the intention of this small study to do anything more than consider some of the various categories of material recovered from Norfolk in the last three decades or so, and what that material may tell us about the various gods and goddesses worshipped in Roman Norfolk and the way in which they were revered.¹

There are practically no inscriptions on stone from the county, which is not surprising given the paucity of anything but flint in the area, and so artefacts recovered with the aid of metal detectors are of particular importance. The objects with which this paper is concerned, discovered as they have been in ploughsoil, have no archaeological context. Thus, there is no evidence for the way in which they were deposited. Nonetheless, these objects can in themselves tell a great deal about religious beliefs in Norfolk during the period of the Roman Empire. Since it stands to reason that objects with a religious function would have been used at religious sites, their discovery can also be used to answer the question of how many such sites existed in Roman Norfolk. It is very unlikely that these objects were casually lost or thrown away. Rather their context is, in the vast majority of cases, votive in nature; these were gifts to the gods that remain to offer mute testimony to the religious beliefs of the people who offered them.

The question of context is an interesting one. Important temple sites have been recognised at Great Walsingham² and Hockwold-cum-Wilton.³ It is likely that many more existed in the Roman period, both large temples attracting visitors from across the region and also many smaller shrines of lesser importance.

¹ In every case where a site is mentioned, the parish name will be footnoted by the relevant Historic Environment Record (HER) number; all details may be consulted at Norfolk’s Historic Environment Record, based at Gressenhall. Where objects have subsequently been acquired by Norwich Castle Museum, the accession number is also listed.
² HER 2024.
³ HER 5587.
Here, what is recorded with Norfolk Landscape Archaeology’s Identification and Recording Service (I & RS) is of crucial importance. Do what the I & RS see and record represent a significant percentage of the artefacts recovered by metal-detectorists in Norfolk, or do they merely form the tip of a much larger iceberg? There is no way of knowing the answer. There is no legal obligation to report finds apart from the several dozen or so Treasure items which are found every year. Some detectorists, for various reasons, choose not to do so. Even Treasure items are not always reported, whether through ignorance on the part of the finders or through other, less honest, motives. Without being unduly pessimistic, it is possible that what Norfolk’s Recording Service is seeing represents a small fraction of what is being found. If this is the case, it is probable that a number of important religious centres, not to mention smaller ones, are not on the record because the objects recovered from them are slipping through the net. Add to this the high level of so-called ‘nighthawking’ in Norfolk – the theft of objects using a metal detector under cover of darkness – and the picture looks bleaker still.

Nonetheless, the diligent reporting of material is still providing a wealth of information. Detectorists from across the county have added significantly to the evidence for Roman religious sites. In other counties, hugely significant discoveries have also been made. For example, metal-detecting at a site near Baldock in Hertfordshire retrieved votive plaques and a statuette dedicated to a hitherto unknown goddess, Senua, probably the deity associated with a local spring. Without similar, mutually beneficial co-operation in Norfolk, this article could not have been written.

THE EPIGRAPHIC EVIDENCE

Epigraphically, as mentioned above, we have little to work with. In view of this, it is fortunate that three inscriptions on metal have been recorded: a lamella in gold and two defixiones, so-called curse tablets, in lead. One of the defixiones, from Hockwold-cum-Wilton, is almost illegible but the other two objects are more illuminating.

The defixio from Caistor St Edmund (fig. 4.1) has been fully published elsewhere. The subject of the text is an invocation to Neptune to punish a thief who had made off with a long list of objects, including bracelets, pewter vessels and clothing. The choice of deity is interesting. The appeal to Neptune, god of the Ocean, implies that there was, as has long been believed, a great estuary in Roman Norfolk.
and that its upper reaches spanned to Venta Icenorum, thus placing the people who lived there somehow under the god’s protection. *Defixiones* invariably appealed to local gods and the choice of Neptune otherwise would be a very strange one.

It is the main text of the document that is of interest here, however. It is, on one level, evidence that the inhabitants of Roman Norfolk were not doing things differently. The businesslike way in which the appellant promises Neptune the gift of a pair of leggings in return for the restoration of the remainder of his or her stolen goods may seem absurd to a modern audience. Nonetheless, it is perfectly in keeping with the often very contractual nature of Roman religion. Men and women generally entered into what are best described as contracts with their gods, offering gifts and monuments in return for the granting of their request.\(^9\)

The *lamella* was found at Billingford but not in the area of the Roman town site there (fig. 4.2).\(^10\) In any case, it lay in topsoil brought in from an uncertain Norfolk location. It remains interesting, however, since it represents the only example of this type of object so far recovered in Norfolk. The text, with the upper registers in Greek and the two lowest in Latin, asks the god Abrasax – an Eastern deity of bizarre appearance with a cockerel’s head and snakes for legs – for ‘Health and Victory’. The appellant’s name is Tiberius Claudius Similis, son of Herennia Marcellina. The tracing of one’s lineage through one’s mother rather than one’s father – at odds with the mainstream of Roman epigraphy, where the reverse is the standard – is usual in these magical inscriptions. The man’s name enable a reasonably confident placing

---

\(^9\) Guy de la Bédoyère, *Gods with Thunderbolts; Religion in Roman Britain* (Tempus, Stroud, 2002), p. 32.

of his origins in the Rhineland area. The finding of a prayer, inscribed to a Persian god on behalf of a man from the Rhineland, is eloquent evidence for a cosmopolitan mix of people and religious belief in late first- or early second-century Norfolk.

Votive altars were an alternative to full-sized versions in stone. Given Norfolk’s lack of any native stone, these would have been particularly suited for use in the county. Such altars are often enamelled and, when new, must have been impressive in their appearance. However, their usual lack of inscriptions makes them difficult to interpret. Not carrying any dedication to a particular god or goddess means they cannot tell us which deities were being so honoured. Nonetheless, they are important evidence for religious practices and examples are known from a number of sites, including Binham, Carleton Rode, Fincham, Great Walsingham, North Creake and a fragment from Saham Toney. Of course, wood would also have furnished an alternative material from which to make full-sized altars; these would only survive in exceptional conditions.

Inscriptions may also be found on objects such as jewellery, and such items allow one to interpret personal faith in Roman Norfolk. Finger rings sometimes carry abbreviated inscriptions in honour of certain gods. Examples with the letters MER from Great Walsingham,\(^\text{12}\) MERC from North Creake\(^\text{13}\) and DEO MER from Saham Toney\(^\text{14}\) all attest to worship of the god Mercury. The Matres Transmarini, a

\(^{11}\) HER 18849; HER 34589; HER 18849; HER 2024; HER 1913; HER 8747, respectively.
\(^{13}\) HER 13698.
\(^{14}\) HER 4697.
triad of Mother goddesses who were particularly honoured on the continent, are mentioned on a ring from the Great Walsingham site.15 Other gods are also invoked on rings. An interesting study by Adam Daubney has placed the occurrence of the series of so-called TOT rings – which bear an abbreviated dedication to the Celtic god Toutatis – in an area centred on Lincolnshire, the territory of the Corieltauvian tribe.16 Examples are known, of course, from further afield and it comes as no surprise, given its geographic proximity to Lincolnshire, that a number of these rings have also been recorded in Norfolk.

Toutatis may well have had his adherents in Roman Norfolk. However, the evidence supplied by a hoard of jewellery and silver spoons, as well as other stray finds from the county, implies that other gods were dearer to the hearts of the men and women living south of the Wash.

THE THETFORD TREASURE, AND OBJECTS DEPICTING FAUNUS AND SATYRS

The Thetford Treasure, discovered in 1979, raised interesting questions about religious belief in late-Roman East Anglia.17 The objects from the hoard, including a gold belt buckle in the form of a prancing satyr and silver spoons with dedicatory inscriptions to Faunus, bespeak strong affiliations to the cult of that god (also identified with Pan) and the related Bacchic mysteries. As well as the many spoons with inscriptions beginning 'DEI FAVNI' ('To the God Faunus'), there was another engraved with the words 'SILVIOLA VIVAS' ('Long life to you, Silviola'). Silviola ('little lady of the woods') was most likely the cult name of one of the god's female worshippers and the spoons were presumably used by the sect's members during dining and drinking rituals connected with the worship of Faunus. The names on the other spoons are also likely to have been cult names. Two of the rings are equally of interest. One has a bezel in the form of a Pan-like mask. The other, with a bezel upheld by two woodpeckers, must refer to Picus, the woodpecker god, who was, in some versions of Roman mythology, the father of Faunus.18

For all these reasons, it seems likely that the assemblage represents a group of objects produced for the celebration of the cult of Faunus. The spoons appear to have seen use whilst some of the jewellery has not been finished. An interesting and persuasive interpretation places the treasure's deposition in the context of Theodosius' harsh, anti-pagan legislation, issued in AD 391 and 392. At this point, first public and then private worship of the old gods was forbidden under threat of heavy penalties.19

The popularity of objects figuring satyrs and Pan is well-attested in Roman Norfolk. In particular, vessel mounts – figurative masks that were attached to bronze ewers and other items of tableware – have been found in some numbers. John

15 HER 2024. See Bagnall Smith, 'Votive Objects', p. 32.
16 Adam Daubney (forthcoming).
19 Johns and Potter, The Thetford Treasure, p. 73.
Davies has drawn attention to a Pan-headed mount from Elsing (fig. 4.3),20 whilst a fine Pan mask from the Thetford area, also published by Davies, is on display in the Castle Museum, Norwich.21

A vessel mount from Kenninghall,22 published as representing a goat’s head, is surely a somewhat bestial depiction of the god Pan.23 Another Pan mask was recently recovered from Cawston and is now in Norwich Castle Museum.24 A mount showing a satyr head in profile was recovered from Great Walsingham,25 together with a strap fitting of similar appearance.26 Another strap fitting was recently found at Bracon Ash (fig. 4.4).27

20 NCM L1993.7.
22 HER 35131.
25 HER 2024.
27 HER 29308.
Several mounts are known which seem to depict Silenus, companion in the revels of Bacchus. Silenus is the principal attendant of the god whose train also includes satyrs or, as they are sometimes called, Panisci. There must surely have been much cross-fertilisation between the rites of Faunus and those of Bacchus. Silenus’s own satyr-like visage at once puts one in mind of Panisci and thus of Faunus himself. Examples from Besthorpe and Brampton,\textsuperscript{28} together with an object interpreted as a bucket escutcheon from Hockwold,\textsuperscript{29} all appear to represent Silenus. At the very least these objects offer food for thought; clearly they imply that Faunus was a popular deity in Roman Norfolk. This theme will be returned to later in this chapter.

The various figurines of gods and goddesses discovered in the county over the last few years represent, in the main, a fairly typical Romano-British assemblage. These may have stood in household shrines but their usual places of discovery are known religious centres. They must usually have been votive gifts to the deities in whose form they were produced, offerings to the gods in their own image. The finding of statuettes of different deities at the same site is compelling evidence that certain religious centres had a number of shrines, at each one of which worshippers may have paid their respects to a particular deity. This has a very modern counterpart in India, where many different gods are honoured in the same building.

The popularity of Pan and Bacchus implied by the Thetford treasure and by the series of vessel-mounts with Pan or Satyr heads is given further testimony by a fine statuette of a satyr from Ashby-with-Oby,\textsuperscript{30} undoubtedly an import from the Continent. The young satyr, elegantly prancing forward, is of a quality that suggests an Italian origin and a first-century date; its subject-matter echoes the large number of satyr-related objects recorded from Norfolk.

\textbf{STATUETTES: THE ASSIMILATION OF NATIVE AND MIGRANT DEITIES}

Given the god’s popularity in the north-western provinces, it comes as no surprise that statuettes of Mercury dominate the corpus of Roman figurines depicting gods that have been recovered from Norfolk. It is true that here we are dealing with relatively intensive metal-detecting at sites that appear to have contained shrines devoted, in the main, to this god, but evidence from other, less well-known sites seems to corroborate the picture. Mercury was very often assimilated with local Celtic gods who appeared as youthful males and this syncretism is probably the main reason why figurines in his image are so numerous relative to others.

An unusual example from Hockwold\textsuperscript{31} has a flat back, implying that it was mounted on a wall or other even surface, whilst an assemblage of three figurines from Great Walsingham\textsuperscript{32} provides a particularly interesting range in terms of the

\textsuperscript{28} HER 29171 and HER 1124.
\textsuperscript{29} HER 5351.
\textsuperscript{30} HER 39918.
\textsuperscript{31} HER 5587, NCM 2007.419.2.
\textsuperscript{32} HER 2024.
competency with which they were produced. Other examples have been recorded from a number of Norfolk sites.

Mars is represented by two statuettes found recently: a large, if ill-proportioned example from Beighton and a smaller figurine from Ingoldisthorpe. Both wear cuirasses and high-crested helmets. Mars is not, however, well-represented as a whole; Norfolk was not generally heavily garrisoned in the Roman period and figurines of Mars are correspondingly not numerous.

A few examples are known of figurines depicting other gods. Jupiter is represented on a statuette from Great Ryburgh and another from Tacolneston, whilst Minerva appears at Wighton. Pipe-clay Venus figurines from Brampton, Hockwold, North Wootton and Scole are of a type well known from the north-western provinces and it is no surprise to find these mass-produced versions reaching Norfolk. A copper-alloy statuette from Burgh Castle represents a more expensive image of the goddess. Finally, a pipe-clay figurine of the Dea Nutrix was found at Denver.

Some figurines, however, are not so easy to identify and here we may be dealing with native deities. A figurine discovered at Banham (fig. 4.5) falls into this category. This curious creature, with its disproportionately large head, strange, sleeveless garment resembling a tank top and pincer-like hand, is not immediately recognisable. His dress and attributes do not readily conform to those of any Roman deity. Perhaps the ‘tank top’ is a stylised version of a

Fig. 4.5. Drawing of a figurine discovered at Banham.

33 Many of these are now on display in Norwich Castle Museum, including NCM 1985.379.1 and 2. See Bagnall Smith, ‘Votive Objects’, pp. 24–5.
34 Including Diss (no HER number), Gingham (HER 52909), Great Dunham (HER 4188), Roudham (HER 28205), Sculthorpe (HER 31838), South Lopham (HER 29680), Tuttington (HER 30474), West Winch (HER 28120) and Wicklewood (HER 18111, NCM 1993.6.1).
35 HER 51861.
36 HER 1553.
37 HER 31860.
38 HER 35831.
39 HER 1113.
41 HER 29076.
42 NCM 1967.587.
43 HER 32136.
nebris, the fawn skin worn by satyrs, indicating that this statuette is a native depiction of such. The garment does not really bear any resemblance to a nebris, however, and it is probably more likely that the statuette was intended to represent a Celtic god or hero figure. If this is the case then his identity may never be known.

It is likely that the traces of many more local gods and goddesses have vanished utterly. The foundation myths of the cities of Roman Britain would have been every bit as complex as those of the Mediterranean; a traveller through the British provinces in the Roman period would have been able to listen to numerous stories of the history of the places in which he or she stayed, tales involving various gods, goddesses and heroes, some of them perhaps Romanised but many probably not. This nameless figurine may have represented such a lost god.

A strange figure from Acle (fig. 4.6)\textsuperscript{44} perhaps represents another native Celtic deity. The standing, male figure is stiff in its posture and crudely produced; indeed, it seems most likely that it was awaiting further work prior to being lost or given as a votive gift. Its presumably unfinished state makes any attribution uncertain but the vertical position of the arms, assuming they were not intended to be bent into another position, with the fists pointing forwards, does not equate with the usual posture encountered on figurines of Roman deities. Its long hair is also suggestive of a native god. Whether it was intended to represent an East Anglian version of a Roman god or something very different remains uncertain. Such questions are not made easier to answer by a more recent discovery made in the immediate area.

An intriguing bronze leg, from a findspot very close to that of the Acle figurine,\textsuperscript{45} is very probably of some importance, strongly implying that there was a temple site in the immediate vicinity. The quality of the piece is in stark contrast to the crude little statuette from close by. The fragment is broken at the knee but the modelling of toes, toenails and musculature, down to the rendering of individual arteries, bespeaks the highest level of workmanship. The figure, of which this leg was once a part, would also have been of a relatively large size, at least a foot in height, and this, together with the fine style, sets it outside the mainstream of Romano-British bronze figurines. It therefore stands apart from the other statuettes mentioned in this study and raises further questions, as yet unanswered, about the nature of the site where it was discovered.

ZOOMORPHIC OBJECTS OF RELIGIOUS SIGNIFICANCE

Animal figurines also have a religious significance. These were most likely votive in nature and probably served as an alternative to the sacrifice of real animals, most gods having at least one species of animal or bird that was associated with them. Alternatively, the animals may have represented the gods themselves.\textsuperscript{46} They occur

\textsuperscript{44} HER 50193.
\textsuperscript{45} HER 42032.
in some numbers and, whilst it is not the aim of this chapter to produce an exhaustive catalogue of such objects, the noting of a few representative examples is instructive.

Goats, rams and, in particular, cockerels are particularly common and, since all these creatures feature as companions of Mercury, further attest to the popularity of this god in Roman Norfolk; although goats may also have been associated with Faunus. A charming copper alloy figurine of a goat from South Walsham,\(^\text{47}\) with outsized head and horns, perhaps implies that Mercury was honoured at the site. Another figurine, of a rather indeterminate species of bird, further suggests the important nature of the settlement.

Many other animal figurines have been recovered in the last two or three decades. Walsingham,\(^\text{48}\) as might be expected, has produced a number (fig. 4.7); again, horned animals and cockerels predominate. Examples of goats or rams have also been discovered at two Caistor St Edmund sites,\(^\text{49}\) as well as at other locales,\(^\text{50}\) and cockerels have been found across the county.\(^\text{51}\)

Some of the smaller cockerel figurines have suspension loops. One possibility is that they were worn as pendants and, if this were the case, they presumably had an amuletic function. Such examples are known from Beeston-with-Bittering and Scole.\(^\text{52}\)

A figurine of a large feline, probably a panther or leopard, from Hainford\(^\text{53}\), again implies the worship of Bacchus, as large cats featured in the god’s entourage. A significant number of other votive figurines have been recorded, which we hope to publish fully elsewhere and which may add to our understanding of local religious practice.

\(^\text{47}\) HER 39988.
\(^\text{48}\) HER 2024.
\(^\text{49}\) HER 9815 and 12872.
\(^\text{50}\) Newton Flotman (HER 40445), Postwick (HER 13603) and Wymondham (HER 33069).
\(^\text{51}\) Ashwellthorpe (HER 30205), Binham (HER 24150), Costessey (HER 25624), Quidenham (HER 10792), Shouldham (no HER number recorded), Weybourne (HER 29097) and Wicklewood (HER 8897).
\(^\text{52}\) HER 4084 and HER 39960.
\(^\text{53}\) HER 42543.
ZOOMORPHIC BROOCHES: MERE DECORATION OR VOTIVE OBJECTS?

Zoomorphic brooches are a well-known and highly decorative form of dress accessory. Their function is uncertain. They could represent nothing more than an attractive means of fixing clothing. Alternatively, they could be badges of affiliation to a particular god or goddess. Following this theory, adherents of Mercury might have favoured cockerel brooches, those of Epona might have preferred horse-shaped versions, whilst men and women following Venus may have worn brooches in the form of hares. Another explanation, and a particularly interesting one given the ritual use of both animal figurines and brooches as votive objects, is that the zoomorphic brooches may have been intended to stand in for the sacrifice of a particular animal to a particular deity. A golden-coloured bronze brooch, decorated with brightly coloured enamels, would have made an attractive gift to the gods and would be typical of third-century tastes for bright colours. In the case of larger animals, such as horses, these offerings would also have been a good deal cheaper than the real beast. Their ‘sacrifice’ would also, of course, have been much less messy.

Cockerels (or hens) are known from several local areas, such as that found at Hockwold (fig. 4.8) and a flat, one-dimensional version from Warham. As is the case with figurines of gods, goddesses and animals, different types of animal brooch are often found at the same site or in the same area.

However, it is duck brooches that are the most popular version amongst bird-shaped brooches. The three-dimensional versions, particularly those with enamelling, appear to be Romano-British in origin. These enamelled examples have been noted from numerous local findspots. Many more, representing either ducks without enamel or, less obviously, duck-like birds have been recorded from other sites.

Why are these enamelled ducks so common? Although they are known from sites across Britain, their distribution appears to be more concentrated in eastern counties than anywhere else. Images of ducks are found on many other objects, particularly those connected with drinking or dining. Interestingly, they also feature as terminals on the spoons from the Thetford treasure. Was the duck connected with Faunus in some way? These
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55 HER 52672. Others include those from Ashwellthorpe (HER 30205), Bretonham (no HER number recorded), Caistor-St-Edmund (HER 12575), Cranwich (HER 25479), Marsham (HER 33240), Thetford (no HER number recorded), Weybourne (HER 29806).
56 HER 1826.
57 Notably, those from Ashwellthorpe (HER 30205), Beesthorpe (HER 29171), East Walton (HER 34888), Feltwell (HER 21137), Fincham (HER 41327), Great Walsingham (HER 21106), Llynford (HER 40854), Marham (HER 29262), Newton Flotman (HER 32289), Scole (HER 37706) and Great Walsingham (HER 2024).
brightly-coloured Romano-British brooches are certainly thought-provoking but at present any religious significance remains speculative.

Hares are also particularly common, examples being known from various local sites. Flat mounts in the shape of hares have been recorded from Shipdham and Tattersett. Given the fact that the hare was sacred to Venus, these objects may attest concern over affairs of the heart and the giving of gifts to the goddess to ensure success in love.

A brooch which appears to depict a leopard, panther or similar big cat from Bunwell is interesting, given the association of these creatures with Bacchus. Another, with a spotted pelt appropriate to a leopard, occurred at Great Walsingham.

The so-called ‘horse and rider’ brooches form an important sub-category of the zoomorphic group. A large number were recovered from the Hockwold-cum-Wilton site, whilst other examples have also been found locally. What does the horse and rider signify? Statuettes depicting a horse and rider are known from Roman Britain and these may be connected to the same cult. They are generally found in an area running north from Cambridgeshire into south Lincolnshire. Hockwold is on the border of Cambridgeshire, on the edge of the area where the horse and rider cult was centred. This opens an interesting window on the nature of one of the shrines at Hockwold. It is also possible that the image symbolises Epona, the Romano-Celtic goddess of horses. The Iceni were great horse breeders and Epona would have been a suitable choice for a deity. Alternatively, the brooches may signify another deity, perhaps a Romano-Celtic version of Mars in the guise of a rider god.

Brooches in the form of many other animals are known, such as hounds, lions, boars, horses, stags and fishes, but there is not space to discuss them here.

OTHER BROOCHES AND MINIATURE VOTIVE OBJECTS

Two final categories of brooches that should be mentioned are those representing miniature tools, such as axes, and another group in the form of sandals. An axe brooch was found at Wicklewood. Sandal brooches are rare but examples have been recovered at Long Stratton and Wacton. It has been convincingly argued that

58 Including those from Aldeby (HER 52672), Binham (HER 24150), Bracon Ash (HER 28732), Brettenham (no HER number recorded), East Walton (HER 30884) Fincham (HER 25093), Great Walsingham (HER 2024), Hindringham (HER 29133), Hockwold (HER 5587), Kenninghall (HER 37284), Kirstead (HER 51672), and Weybourne (HER 29168).
59 HER 35800 and HER 31569.
60 HER 24456.
61 HER 3980.
62 HER 5587, NCM 1961.199.18,19, 47, 81, 82 and 84.
63 Beeston-with-Bittering (HER 4084), Brampton (HER 1124), Brettenham (no HER number recorded), Burgh Castle (HER 24659), Cawston (HER 33889), Great Walsingham (HER 28254), Quidenham (HER 31405), Stoke Ferry (HER 53725) and Wicklewood (HER 18111).
64 Henig, *Art of Roman Britain*, p. 306.
66 HER 25916; HER 42714.
sandal brooches were connected with Mercury, sandals being included as grave goods to be worn on the journey to the next life.  

As well as brooches in the shape of miniature tools there are also miniature tools which are simply that. These are certainly votive in nature: they are far too small for any practical use and they occur throughout the north-western provinces of the Roman Empire. Axes are particularly common, specimens being known from across East Anglia and including some in lead from Saham Toney and Wicklewood. The example from Shouldham is of exceptional interest, since it replicates a palstave of Middle Bronze Age date. Here, we must surely have an example of a chance Roman discovery of an object which was identified as being of considerable age and was thus invested, in the minds of the discoverers, with some particular religious power. Its replication in miniature as a votive object reflects that belief.

Many other votive tools and weapons have been recorded. Amongst the numerous varieties, representative examples are furnished by a hammer from Lyng, spearheads from Beachamwell and Bradenham and a miniature silver sword from Bracon Ash (fig. 4.9). Miniature vessels may also have been votive in nature, although the identification of these, both in terms of their function and date, often can be somewhat awkward. A curious object from Caistor St Edmund, consisting of three tiny cauldrons, each attached to the others, has been dated as post-medieval, on account of its lead alloy composition and its similarity to examples from stratified contexts from the Thames foreshore in London. This clearly has implications for an almost
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identical example found recently at Acle. Another item, in the shape of a miniature tankard, from Upwell has some similarities to Iron Age toggles; although, on balance, it is probably a small, votive piece of Roman date. Two other miniatures, both two-handled vessels, have been recovered at Fulmodeston and Cley-next-the-Sea. Once again, these have not received very much attention, probably because of doubts as to their period and function.

**MISCELLANEOUS OBJECTS: GIFTS TO THE GODS?**

Other categories of object are also relevant here. We have already considered rings carrying dedicatory inscriptions, and rings with intaglio settings provide another such source. Whilst the majority of these gems feature depictions moulded in so-called nicolo glass, they nonetheless may hint at the religious beliefs of their owners. It would be only natural for a person to pick a subject for use as a signet that reflected their affiliations to a particular god or goddess.

The so-called Snettisham Roman jeweller’s hoard – a deposit of coins, rings, bracelets, ingots and engraved gemstones dating to the later part of the second century and the stock in trade of a jeweller and gem engraver from the area – forms an interesting assemblage. Presumably, the subject matter of the gems offers some sort of window onto what would have been the most popular devices for signets. All were cornelians and, on the basis of stylistic similarities and other criteria, can be confidently taken to have been produced by the same workshop at roughly the same time.

Two of these intaglios depict satyrs. The creatures are also featured on a cornelian intaglio, set in a silver ring, from Weybourne and an example in nicolo glass set into the fragmentary remains of a bronze ring found at Wacton (fig. 4.10) and of the third century.

Mercury occurs on two intaglio gems recently found in the county. One, a cornelian reused as a setting in a medieval seal matrix from Leziate, cannot, given the gem’s history, be used
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80 HER 42714. See Adrian B. Marsden, 'Roman Intaglios and Sealings from Norfolk', *Norfolk Archaeology*, vol. 45 (2009), p. 535.
as evidence for Norfolk in the Roman period. Another, a nicolo glass gem from Grimston, features the god leaning on a ram. Two silver rings from Great Walsingham are inset with oval plaques depicting the god.

Hoard of ironwork provide another intriguing group. It is unlikely that ironwork, since it rusts so quickly, would be buried with an intention to recover it and so we may infer that such hoards were buried as gifts to the gods. They would thus reflect the Iron Age practice of depositing weapons and other items in or near water. So often ironwork assemblages either do not survive or they are ignored, with many metal-detector users not bothering to retrieve them. These, in any case, are often so rusted or corroded as to be unrecognizable as particular items. Indeed, such was the case with an assembly from Saham Toney, placed within a much-repaired copper alloy bowl. When this was found, the iron objects were discarded and only later, when mention was made of their potential significance, were they retrieved. The hoard contained various items: a padlock, keys, a chisel, nails and many other objects. Another probable hoard, discovered at Hockwold-cum-Wilton in 1999, was composed of a plough coulter, an adze or hoe, a lock, key and hippo sandal, and was also most likely votive in nature. At Kilverstone, a hoard of iron tools, a sledgehammer head, a pair of tongs and a beak anvil, deposited with pewter vessels, may be connected to the worship of Vulcan.

CONCLUSION

The evidence discussed in this chapter has underlined the religious nature of several sites in the county. As well as the two recently discovered sites at Acle and South Walsham producing votive statuettes, there are many more where a range of religious objects have been discovered, implying that these sites were shrines of some importance in the Roman period. Given the range of recovered material, shrines must surely have existed at Ashwellthorpe, Carleton Rode, Fincham, North Creake, Saham Toney and Wicklewood. Many other religious sites, both larger complexes and smaller shrines, must have existed and it is to be hoped that more of these will come to light in due course.

This brief survey has also highlighted the range of religious beliefs in Roman Norfolk and shown that, although in some ways, such as the popularity of Mercury, the county is no different to the rest of the north-western provinces of the Empire it is, in other respects, somewhat dissimilar. As regards the differences, the large
number of objects depicting Faunus, satyrs and associated figures is most telling and implies that worship of Faunus was widespread in the region.

Why was this cult so popular in Roman Norfolk? Presumably, we are dealing with the assimilation of an older, Iron Age deity with a known Roman deity. This was, after all, common practice as, for example, at Bath where the native goddess Sul was equated with Minerva. Different areas of Roman Britain also seem to have worshipped different gods; as we have seen, in the tribal lands of the Corieltauvi to the north, the god Toutatis was particularly revered. Was Faunus a Romanisation of the tribal god of the Iceni? If so, he might appear to represent a strange choice: a very Roman but rather old-fashioned god, whose history goes back to the most ancient myths of Rome and Latium. He would, nonetheless, have made a very suitable reinterpretation of the god of a tribe which had risen up in bloody rebellion. By giving that god a new face in the aftermath of the Boudiccan revolt, old loyalties could in some ways have been placated whilst placing the Iceni firmly within the ambit of the new Roman rule, grafting the belief of the people of Norfolk onto the vine of Roman tradition.

The Thetford Treasure, with its clear religious dimension, attests to strong non-Christian beliefs surviving in Norfolk during the very last decades of Roman authority. It was probably the very type of people for whom the Thetford Treasure was created against whom Theodosius’ edicts of AD 391 and 392 were directed; ardent believers in Faunus and the Bacchic mysteries, who saw their world being swept away in a welter of pro-Christian legislation. The strength of that belief is suggested by other sites in Norfolk, where other divinities were also worshipped; at both Great Walsingham and Hockwold the coin lists imply continued activity into the Theodosian period. Ironically, the last coins to be offered to the gods at those sites were struck in the name of an emperor who wished their temples to be torn down and their images destroyed.